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l57l aBSTRACT

A mechanism and process for efrecting the expedited
deposit, settlement and submission into the payment system
for collection of funds represented by tangible financial
instruments that are received by a payee at a location remote
from the payee's collecting and clearing bank in which the
instruments are sorted at a first location where indorsements
on behalf of the payee and the collecting and clearing bank
are applied, cash letters are prepared according to predeter-
mined criteria, the sorted instruments and the cash letters are
delivered into the check payment system and the checls'
deposit with the collecting and cleariug bank is coordinated
with tbe timiug of a settlement of accounts in the check
payment system.

16 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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MECHANISM FOR EXPEDITING TIIE
DEPOSII, TRANSPORT AND SIIBMISiSION

OF CHECKS INTO TIIE PAYMENT SYSTEM

RELATEDAPPLICATIONS 
5

This is a continuation ofApplication for U.S. patent Ser.
No. 08/156,190 filed on Nov. 22, 1993 now abandoned,
having the cornmon inventor and assignee of the present
invention and incorporated herein by reference for all pw-
poses, 10

BACKGROI.JND OF TIIE IIWENTION

This invention relates to a system for the coordination of
the physical transport of financial instruments with the
electronic processing of a deposit by the payee of the ts
instrument into a collecting and clearing bank. The instru-
ments are pepared for submission inlo the check payment
system. The deposit and collection of funds represented by
the financial instruments is expedited. The financial insru-
ments are checks and other cash items. 2a

In the prior arl the deposit and paymetrt of a check
tendered for an amount due is efiected in accordance with
well established traditional procedures. The drawer (tbe
check writer) establishes a checking account conlaining
funds with a bank. A check is written against the drawer's 25

account in favor of the payee. The payee indorses the check
and deposits the check in the payee's account at the bank of
first deposit for collection, That bank handling the payee's
account and the deposited check presents the check through
the check paymsnt system to the drawer's bank for payunnt. 30

This bank in tum debits funds from the drawer's account,
and typically archives the check or a copy of the check
and/or returns the physical check to the payor, and the cycle
is thus completed, In the sequence of check handling, a
check transferee remits, or is responsible for, the funds 35
represented by the check to its transferor if the check is
honored by the drawee.

The multiple steps in the process and the physical han-
dling of checks involve a period of "float" time for the funds
reprisented by the check Recent banking regulations have €

shortened the traditionally permitted times for check pro-
cessing and collection.

The receipt of 10,000 !o 1,000,0ff) or more checks drawn
on numerous different bar*s is not unusual for many latge ,"
businesses such as credit card issuers, utilities, mail order 

-"

processors, and other large commercial entities. In situations
where large numbers ofchecks are involved, the handling of
individual checks and effecting their posting, deposit and
clearing is a complex multiple step process. 50

Thus there exists a need for a system whereby the
conventional deposit and collectioo of funds represented by
a check or other financial instrumetrt may be simplified and
expedited, particularly for large business institutions such as
public utilities, mail order processots, and the like which 55
receive large numbers of checks on a regular basis.

It is an object of this invention to provide such an
expedit€d check deposit and collection mechanism and to
reduce the amount, complexities and requirements for physi-
cal transport of financial instuments. It is a further object to 60
eliminate duplicative data capture steps and multiple han-
dling involved in the payee's and ttre bank of first deposit's
handling of the same instrument.

SIJMMARY OF TIIE INVENTION 
65

The foregoing objectives are achieved in ao integated
system for efrecting the deposit, settlement and submission

2
of financial in$truments into the payment system for collec-
tion offunds. The financial instruments received by a payee
at a location remote from the payee's collecting and clearing
bank are presented for payment to the multiple institutions
on which the instruments are drawn. A sorter at a first
location established by the payee receives the financial
fuistrumetrtg and sorts the instruments according to the
predetermined sort pattern categories determined by the
payee's collecting and clearing bank. Indorsements on
behalf of the payee and the collecting and clearing bank with
respect to each instnrment received are applied to each
instrument by a printer, The sorter further assembles the
sorted instruments into discrete groups with respect to the
predeterrnined sort pattern categories and associates one or
more cash letters with each assembled group of instruments.
A communication link is established between the first loca-
tion and the collecting and clearing bank which reports to the
collecting and clearing bank information in the cash letters
in anticipation of a deposit in the payee's account corre-
sponding to the cash letter.

The present invention also includes a transport means
which delivers groups of instruments and the one or more
cash letters from the first location into the check payment
system. A cenhal processing unit and communication link
predetermines the timing and monitors the transport of the
sorted checks. The processing unit also coordinates the
checks' deposit with the collecting a:rd clearing bank in a
sequeDce coordinated with the timing of a settlement of
accounts in the check paynrent system, The invention
includes altemative embodiments involving a bank of first
deposit and a bank of second deposit.

These and finther objects of the invention will be more
readily understood with reference to tbe following descrip-
tion of the preferred embodiment taken in conjunction with
the fgures in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the physical tansport of
checks from the payee into the check payment system, tbe
processing of the checks for collection and deposit" and the
ultimate payment from the aocount of tbe check writer, as
such activities are coordinated by processing meaDs at
locations of the cbeck payee and the depository bank.

FIG. 2 depicts an altemate system useful in corespondent
banking relationships.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EIVIBODIMENT

In brief a system is provided which structures the pro-
cessing mechanisms for checks to expedite (1) the process-
ing of checks; (2) the submission of the checks for payment
into the check payment system and (3) the deposit of funds
rcpresented by the checks into a deposilor's account.

In the system, a check payee that receives a large number
of checks drawn on numerctus different banks, will, at the
instruction of the payee's depository bank (i.e., its bank of
first deposit), upon processing the cbecks in its own accoutrt-
ing records (such as by recording a payment to a customer's
account) sort the checks according to MICR (Magnetic Ink
Character Recognition) dat4 including routing transit num-
ber. The sort by MICR data may be in a sort pattern
determined by volume in a predetermined geographic area,
the finurcial iostitution(s) on which the checks were drawn,
or the geogtaphic or commercial area of a bank that will
otherwise accept a check for clearing and collection.
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In addition to sorting received checks, the payee indorses
the check for its own account, and on behalf of its depository
bank, which is the bank of first deposit to which the physical
check would be otherwise delivered. An institutional
indorsement is conventionally applied as a stamp that prints
payment instructions and tbe identity ofthe indorser on the
reverse side of a check. The bank of first deposit is an agent
for its depositor and assumes liability for obtaining payment
of the check in subsequent processing.

Following soding and indorsement" the payee then deliv-
ers the checks on behalf of the bank of first deposit into the
check payment system along with a cash letter in the name
ofthe bank offirst deposit, where the checks are cleared and
retumed to the check writer's bank for ultimate payment
against funds in the check writer's account, and the check
writer's account is appropriately debited. The 'theck pay-
ment systenri' includes clearing institutions such as the
Federal Reserve Banks, correspondent banks, The National
Clearinghouse Association (described in U.S. Pat. No.
5,265,007) and like mechanisms. By reason of its direct
relationship to the check payment system, the collecting and
clearing bank is a part of the check payment system. In the
following two examples, the legend box appearing at the
bottom right comers of both FIGS. I and 2, indicates that
physical transfers are denoted by a solid line and electronic
transfers are denoted by a dashed line.

EXAMPLE I

The system is illustrated in FIG. 1 in which the check 
30

payee and bank customer 1 may be a public utility such as
a telephone company. In this example, the "bank clrstomer"
is abanking client ofthebankbffirst deposit, and is referred
to as the 'theck payee". Typically such a utility will receive ".
from its custome$, Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, CN, etc., tens of 

""

thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, or millions, of
checks per month, drawn on numerous different baoks,
savings and loans, credit unions or other checking account
providers. 40

In the prior art, once the utility processed and indorsed
these checks to reconcile its own and its customeCs
accounts, the utility would physically transport to and
deposit the indorsed checks with its depository bank 2 where
the utility maintained an account. The depository bank in 45
tum would credit the utility's account for the checks, and the
depository bank, being the bank of first deposit, would
separately indorse the checks on its own behalf and collect
the checks though the check payment system 3, which leads
to the ultimate payment of the check from the check writer's 59
account at banks 81, 82, 83 or BN.

In that process, the bank of first deposit would physically
sort the checks received from and deposited by the utility.
Check sorting by MICR codes, the addition of the check
amount to the MICR line, and other facets of check pro- ss
cessing, including MICR code sorting by routing transit
numbers, and the use of sorter machines, are known. The
sorted checks would then be delivered in a cash letter (i.e.,
a listing of checks and the amounts of the checks drawn on
a particular institution or group of institutions from a par- oo
ticular area) into the check payment system where settle-
ments with other financial institutions on which the checks
were drawn would be effected. Such a settlement involves
the physical transport and exchange of the checks, and a
calculation of aggregate amounts owing and payable by os
participants in either a bilateral or multi-lateral setdement at
a predetermined time, After settlement, the check payor's

4
bank would physically have custody ofthe check and would
conventionally process the check for its customer's account,

In contrast the present system provides that the utility, in
its own processing of the checks, at a site distant from the
location of the depository bank, indorses the check for
payment ( 1 ) on its own behalf and (2) on behalf of the bank
of first deposit where the utility or check payee I maintains
an account and deposis the check. In its processing of the
checks, the utility adds the check amount to the MICR line.

In the next step, the indorsed checks are sorted by the
utility or check payee in accordance with predetennined sort
pattern categories selected by the depository institution; and,
the utility prepares a cash letter in the name of the depository
barik for each group ofchecks within the predetermined sort
category, The sort may be by individual bank, geographic
location, clearinghouse afrliation or other criteria deter-
mined by the depository bar*.

Upon the sorting and preparation of the cash letter, the
utility or check payee I transmits, between the utility's CPU
(Central Processing Unit) 13 and the depository bank's CPU
14, check MICR line information to the depository bank 2
and the bank thus has information for crediting the utility's
deposit account for the funds represenled by the checks and
for other banking purposes with respect to the utility's
account. The utility, or check payee I, however, in lieu of
actually transporting the physical checks to the depository
bank 2 to make the deposit, as illustrated in FIG. I by the
solid line with the word "Possible" contiguous thereto,
transports the doubly indorsed checks, and accompanying
cash letters, for submission directly into the check payment
system. The direct submission ofthe doubly indorsed checks
into the check payment system is depicted by the lines
connecting payee 1 and check payment system 3 bearing the
legend "Category Sorted Checks and Cash Letten".

With reference to the Example, it is evident that improve-
ments. in effciency and time, and a reduction in paper
handling is achieved by the system, compred with the
instances of physical handling and duplication in the prior
art process. The conventional step of delivering the physical
items to the bank of first deposit is eliminated; the two
indorsements of the check are applied at the same time,
instead of twice at the different locations of the payee and
the bank of first deposit. The faster availability of funds to
all payees in the clearbg sequence is achieved. It is neces-
sary, however, that the timing of steps in the present system
be synchronized and coordinated between the depositor, the
bank and the check payment system with respect to the
indorsing and sorting of checks, the transmission of check
MICR information, the submission of doubly indorsed
checks into the payment systenL and the deposit, collection
and verification of funds represented by the checks.

EXAMPLE 2

An alternative utilization of the invention is shown in
FIG. 2, where a collecting and clearing bank 10 is a provider
ofcheck processing services to other correspondent banks or
financial institutions, correspondent Barik #1, correspondent
Institution #2, etc. Here, however, correspondent Bank #1
and conespondent Institution #2 receivg as the institutions
of first deposit, checks received from their customers Pl, P2,
P3, PN, the payees of cbecks written by check writers/
drawers Cl, C2, ql, C4, C5, CN Bank 10 is a bank of
subsequent deposit that further submits the checks received
from the correspondent banks and institutions into the check
payment system for collection and clearing. This example is
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an illusbation of the present iuvention whereby multiple
smaller institutions that do not process the volume of
instruments as a check payee 1, such as in Example I, or
larger institutions that typically outsoruce certain functions,
may achieve the advantages ofthe invention through their 5
utilization of a bank of second deposit, collecting and
clearing bank 10.

At a location 17 remole from collecting and clearing bank
10, the checks from the customers of correspondent Bank
#1, correspondent Institution #:2, etc, are indorsed respec- 10
tively in the names of correspondent Bank #1, correspondent
Institution #2, etc. by indorser 11, on their own behalf as the
bank or institution of first deposit. An indorsement is also
applied to the cbecks by the irdorser on behalf ofbank of
second deposit 10. The check amount is added to the MICR ,.
line. (the addition of check amount and indorsement infur- rr

mation to the check are known elements of the check
processing routine). CPUs 15 and 16 associated with cor-
respondent Bank #1 and correspondent Institution #2 respec-
tively, provide a communication link with the remote loca-
tion whereby check and settlernent information available to 20

the sorter of the bank of second deposit is exchanged, At the
remote location, the indorsed checks are commingled and
sorted by sotter 12 in accordance with predetermined son
pattem caiegories determined by bank of second deposit 10 - -
and a cash Gtter is prepared in tle name of bank 10 ?or each 5

group of checks within the predetermined sort calegory.
Information about the checks is transmitted from the
indorsement and sorting site to baok 10 via CPUs ill and 14
respectively, for use in bank l0's recording of the deposit of - -
ne cnecks in the respective accoluts of coirespondent Bank 30

#1, correspondent Institution #2, etc,, maintained at bank 10.

From the sorter site, the cash letter is delivered directly
into the check payment systee Although the bank 10 is the
collecting and clearing bank for the checks of Bank #1, ".
Institution #Z,e,ts., the physical checks are not handled by 

--

bank 10. Instead, the check deposits, clearings and collec-
tions are monitored by electronic communication links and
CPUs 13 and 14 at the locations of the indorsement applier
1l and sorter 12 and collecting and clearing bank 10. N

The preparation of the cash letters for the sorted checks
that are delivered from the sorter dkectly into the check
payment system is in accordance with sort pattem oiteria
determined by the bank of subsequent deposit for collecting
and clearing. 4s

Thus, the contolled system described herein accelerates
the check collection process by eliminating the need for, and
the time consumed by, the physical transport ofchecks to the
depository bank and the subsequent physical nansport of the
checks and submission of checks ioto the check payment so
system by the depository or collecting and clearing bank' In
the first example, dual sorting and dual caphre of inforrna-
tion by both tbe payee and a bank of first deposit is
eliminated. Likewise, the need for repetitive sorting of the
sarne instrument by both the payee bank and the bank of first ss
deposit is also eliminated when the collecting and clearing
bank is a bank of second, or subsequent, deposit. The
inter-relationship of the depository bank, or the collecting
and clearing bank, with the sorter and iodorsement applier is
etrected by electronic communications and a control syslem 60
of processing computers at one or each of the baDk and the
sorter. The CPU at that location transmits MICR line data to
the collecting and clearing bank. The cash letters for the
sorted checks on behalf of the collecting and clearing bank
are prepared at the remote customer's or sorter's location. 6s
Physical items that formerly required double handling, fint
by the customer/depositor and then by tbe collecting and

6
clearing bank are now singly handled at the poiot ofindorse-
ment and sorting. Check handling and preparation for sub-
mission to the payment system are thus integrated.

As handling is reduced, redundancy is eliminated" cost is
reduced and error caused by the transfer and handling of
irumerous checks are also reduced. The checls are for-'
warded to predetermined sort pattem calegories in the check
payment system according to the softpattems establishedby
the collecting and clearing bank. Hence, with reference to
Example 1 and the local utility, most of the checks received
by the utility would likely be drawn on banks in the utility
service areq and the clearing ofthe checks would be effected
tbrough the local check payment system. The collecting and
clearing bank, in a location other than ttrat of the utility,
maintains an electronic link for settlement purposes for
participation in that local check payment system.

By contrast, the payee in Erample I and the indorsement/
sort service provider in Example 2 also become the archive
on behalf of the sollssting aod clearing bank for the received
checks, as well as for itself; whereby each check received by
the payee is microfilmed or imaged and assigned a document
identification number. In Example 2, tbe sorter may also be
the archive for Bank #1, Institution #2, etc., that are serviced
by the collecting and clearing bank.

Thus, the invention provides a system for effecting the
deposit, setdement and submission for collection of funds
represented by financial itrstnrments that are received by a
payee at a locatio.n remote from the payee's depository barik.
The instnrments are presented for payment to multiple
institutions iu the check payment $ystem.

A sorter, which is a well known machine in the banking
industry, is placed at a first location established by the payee.
The sorter receives the tangible financial instruments in high
volume from the payee's custromers, The sorter sorts the
instruments according to predeterfned sort pattem catego-
ries determined by the deposilory bank. Indorsements ofthe
instruments on behalf of the payee and the depository bank
with respect to each check received are applied by a printer
or stamping mechanism before, during or after the sort
process. The sorter will generally assemble the sorted instru-
ments into discrete groups with respect to tle predetermined
sort patlem categories. A cash letter associated with each
as$embled group of sorted instruments is prepared by the
payee on behalf of the depository ba*"

Acommunication link between the payee location and the
depository bank euables the payee to repolt to the bank the
inforrration about the checks in the cash letters and pernits
the banlq upon receipt ofthe information to anticipate in the
bank a deposit in the payee's account corresponding to the
cash lener(s). Wben the bank receives conflrmation that it
has received credit for the cash letter through the check
payment system, it makes the funds available to the payee.

These physical meai$ are coordinated by a central pro-
cessiag unit and communication links between the parties
involved in the check payment process. In this manner the
timing of the physical transport of the instruments for
submission into the check payment system is conuolled and
the delivery of the sorted checks into the check payment
system is confirmed and ierified. The recording of the
checks as a deposit in the payee's account with the deposi-
tory bank, or the collecting and clearing bank, is thus
coordinated with the timing of the issue of a credit to tbe
bank when a settlement of the accounts represented by the
checks is received tlrough the check payment systenl

The transport of the groups of instruments and the asso-
ciated cash letters from tbe first location to a payment syst€m
endpoint is effected by conventional ground or air delivery.
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Given the foregoing disclosure, it is evident that the
benefits of the expedited clearing and settlement system
described herein may be extended and adapted to numerous
types of commercial activities in which a volume of checks
is received. 5

What is claimed is:
1. A system for effecting the deposit, settlement and

submission into a payment systern for collection of funds
represented by financial instruments drawn on diferent
institutions that are received by a payee at a first locadon, ,^
said fint location determined by the payee remote from the 

'"

payee's collecting and clearing bank, comprising:
a sorter at said first location established by the payee (1)

for receiving the financial instruments and (2) for
sorting the instruments according to predetermined sort ,.
pattem categories determined by the collecting and '"

clearing bank;
a printer at said first location for applying to the instru-

ments at a time before, during or after sorting of the
instruments, a separate indorsement on behalf of each ̂ ^
of the payee and the collecting and clearing bank with "

respect to each instrument received;
the sorter further assembling the sorted instruments with

the applied indorsements into discrete groups with
respect to the predetermined son pattem categories; 

25
a means at the first location for preparing one or more 

-

cash letters associated with each assembled group of
instruments;

a communicalion link between the first location and the
collecting and clearing bank for reporting to the bank ".
information in the cash letters in anticipation of a 

-"

deposit of funds in the payee's account at the payee's
collecting and clearing barik corresponding to the value
of the one or more cash letters; transport means for
delivering the groups of instruments and the one or q<
more cash letters from the first location to a second 

--
'location 

for receipt into the payment system according
to pammeters determined by the payee's collecting and
clearing bank; and

a central processing unit and comrnunication link provid- a6
ing a coordination between the payee and the payee's
collecting and clearing bank which predetermines the
timing and monitors the transport of the sorted instru-

' ments and the cash letlers associated therewith and
coordinates the recordation ofthe deposit ofthe funds 45
represented by the instruments with the collecting and
clearing bank in a seguence coordinated with the timing
of a settlement of accounts in the check payment
system.

2. The system of claim I in which the instrument is a 50
check having an MICR line, and including a printer for
further applying information representing the check amount
to the MICR line.

3. The system of claim 1 in which the collecting and
clearing bank is the bank of first deposit for the payee. s5

4. The system of claim 2 in which the collecting and
clearing bank is the bank of first deposit for the payee.

5. A process for etrecting the deposit, settlement and
submission into a payment system for collection of funds
represented by financial instruments drawn on different 69
institutions and payable to a same payee that are received at
a first location remote from the payee's collecting and
clearing bank, comprising

receiving the financial instruments at said first location;
sorting the instruments according to predetermined sort d5
pattem categories determined by the payee's collecting
and clearing bank;

8
applying to the instruments at said first location separate

indorsements on behalf of each of the payee and the
collecting and clearing bank with respect to each instru-
mcnt received;

asscmbling at said first location the softed instruments
into discrete groups with respect to the predetermined
sort pattem categories corresponding to cash letter
specifications determined by the payee's collecting and
clearing bank;

preparing at said first location one or more cash letters
associated with each assembled group of instruments;

reporting to the collecting and clearing bank information
contained in the cash letters in anticipation of a deposit
in the payee's account at the collecting and clearing
bank corresponding to the value of the cash letter;

delivering the assembled groups of instruments and the
one or more cash letters associated therewith from the
first location to a second location where they are
submitted into the check payment system according to
timing and location parameters determined by the col-
lecting and clearing bank and

coordinating the recordation of the deposit of funds
represented by the instnrments with the collecting and
clearing bank in a sequence coordinated with the timing
of a settlement of the collecting and clearing bank's
account in the check payment system.

6. The process of claim 5 in which the instrument is a
check having an MICR line, and including applying infor-
mation representing the check amount to the MICR line.

7. The process of claim 5 in which the collecting and
clearing bank is the bank of first deposit for the payee.

8. The process of claim 5 in which the collecting and
clearing bark is the bank of first deposit for the payee.

9. The system of claim 1 including a means for verifying
the information in the cash leBers prior to the settlement of
accounts.

10. The process of claim 5 including verifying informa-
tion in the cash letters prior to the settlement of accounts.

11. A system for efecting the deposit settlement and
submission into a payment system for collection of funds
represented by financial instrumenn drawn on ditrerent
institutions that are received by diferent payees and sub-
mitted to a bank of first deposit for submission inlo a check
payment systEm on behalf of a bank of subsequent deposit
comprising:

a sorter at a first location (1) for receiving the financial
instruments from one or more banks of first deposit and
payees and (2) for sorting the instruments according to
predetermined sort pattem categories determined by
the bank of subsequent deposit for collecting and
clearing;

a means at said first location for applying sepiuate
indorsements to the instruments on behalf of each of
the one or more banks of first deposit and payees, and
the bank of subsequent deposit with respect to each
instrument received;

the sorter further assembling the sorted instrumene into
discrete groups with respect to the predetermined son
pattem categories;

a means for preparing one or more cash letters associated
with each assembled group of sorted instnrments;

a communication link between the first location and the
one or more banks of first deposit and the payee, and
the bank of subsequent deposit for reporting to the
respective banks and payee information in the cash
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leners in anticipation of a deposit in the bank of first
deposit and payee's account at the bank of subsequent
deposit correspoDdiog to the value of the cash lette4

transport means for delivering the groups of instuments
and the one or more cash letlers from tbe first location 5

to a second location for introduction into the paymcnt
system according to parameters determined by the bank
of subsequent deposiq and

a control unit interconnecting the banks and predetermin-
ing the timing and monltoring the transport of the l0

sorted instruments so as to coordinate the recordation
of the deposit of the funds represented by the instru-
ments in the account with the collecting and clearing
bank in a sequence coordinated with the timing of - -
settlement in the check payment system. 15

12. The system of claim 11 in which the instrument is a
check having an MICR line, and including a printer for
further applying information representing the check amount
to the MICR line.

13. The system of claim ll including a means for veri- 20

ffing the information in the cash letlers prior to the setfle-
ment of accounts,

14. A process for efecting the deposit settlement and
submission inlo a payment system for collection of funds --
represented by fin'ancial insiruments drawn on diferent 5

institutions that are received by ditrerent payees and sub-
mitted to a bank of first deposit for submission into a check
payment system on behalf of a bank of subsequent deposit
comprising:

receiving the financial instruments at a first location; 
30

sorting the instruments at said first location according to
predetermined sort pattem categories deterrnined by

10
the bank of subsequent deposit for collecting and
clearing bank;

applying separate indorsements !o tbe iostnrments at said
first location on behalf of each of the bank of first
deposit and the bank of subsequent deposit with respect
to each instrument received;

assembling the sorted instruments into discrete groups
with respect to the predetermined sort pattem catego-
ries;

preparing one or more cash letters associated.with each
assembled group of instruments;

reporting to the respective banks information in the cash
letters in anticipation of a deposit of funds in the
payee's account at the bank of subsequent deposit
corresponding to the value ofthe cash letters;

delivering the groups of instruments and the ooe or more
cash letters from the first location into the payment
system according to parameters determined by the bank
of subsequent deposig and

coordinating the deposit of funds represented by the
instruments with the accorurts of the respective banks
and payees at the collecting and clearing bank in a
sequence coordinated with the timing of a settlementin
the check paynrent system.

15. The process of claim 14 io which the instrumeut is a
check having an MICR line, and including a printer for
further applying information representing the check amount
o the MICR line.

16. The process of claim 14 including verifying informa-
tion in the cash letters prior to the settlement of accounts.

{ r ' * * * *


